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Solitude, though it may be silent as light, is like light, the mightiest of agencies; for solitude
is essential to man. All men come into this world alone and leave it alone.
- Quincey, Thomas De

I would sum up my fear about the future in one word: boring. And that's my one fear: that
everything has happened; nothing exciting or new or interesting is ever going to happen
again... the future is just going to be a vast, conforming suburb of the soul.
- Ballard, J. G.

How frail the human heart must be --a mirrored pool of thought...
- Plath, Sylvia

Why should we be in such desperate haste to succeed, and in such desperate
enterprises? If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he
hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music which he hears, however measured
and far away. It is not important that he should mature as soon as an apple tree or an oak.
- Thoreau, Henry David

Life has no other discipline to impose, if we would but realize it, than to accept life
unquestioningly. Everything we shut our eyes to, everything we run away from, everything
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we deny, denigrate or despise, serves to defeat us in the end. What seems nasty, painful,
evil, can become a source of beauty, joy and strength, if faced with an open mind. Every
moment is a golden one for him who has the vision to recognize it as such.
- Miller, Henry

Rather would I have the love songs of romantic ages, rather Don Juan and Madame
Venus, rather an elopement by ladder and rope on a moonlight night, followed by the
father's curse, mother's moans, and the moral comments of neighbors, than correctness
and propriety measured by yardsticks.
- Goldman, Emma
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